Introduction {#s1}
============

Gaining insight into the dynamics of viral gene delivery into a host cell during infection is critical for understanding the virus replication dynamics ([@bib16]; [@bib67]; [@bib24]; [@bib42]) and viral fitness ([@bib7]; [@bib1]). A central method for studying virus replication dynamics is the 'one-step growth cycle' method, which was developed for an ex vivo model of phage growth in *E. coli* by Ellis and Delbruck ([@bib16]). This quantitative method measures the rate of one cycle of phage replication. For accurate quantification of the infectious cycle rate, it is critical that the infection is synchronized so that cells are infected at the same time. This is achieved by incubating bacterial culture with phage, diluting the solution after phage has adsorbed to cells so that no more adsorption occurs, and then measuring virus growth at different time intervals using a plaque assay. Modified versions of the one-step and multi-step replication assays remain central today for monitoring the growth and evolution of viruses as they mutate to evade antiviral drugs, the immune system or environmental factors inhibiting viral spread ([@bib42]; [@bib12]; [@bib54]; [@bib51]). The one-step growth cycle method builds on an assumption that initiation of infection through phage DNA injection into cells occurs rapidly and simultaneously after phage adsorbs to cells ([@bib16]). Although the dynamics of the phage adsorption step has been investigated ([@bib49]; [@bib47]), the dynamics of the initiation of phage injection is poorly understood even though it has critical importance for virus growth rate studies.

The one-step growth cycle method focuses on the lytic infection pathway (where a virus replicates immediately, leading to cell lysis). However, the cell decision between a lytic or lysogenic infection (latent state where phage DNA is integrated into a cell chromosome without killing the cell) may depend on the dynamics of DNA injection from multiple phages adsorbed to a single bacterial cell ([@bib68]; [@bib62]; [@bib39]; [@bib38]). Some studies claimed that DNA ejection from such a phage population occurs in a stochastic manner and is solely attributed to the opening dynamics of the portal-tail connector channel through which DNA is being ejected ([@bib57]). This description fits the generalized picture of biochemical stochasticity proposed in the past for many cellular processes ([@bib2]; [@bib60]). However, as shown below, our data does not support these claims. Furthermore, biochemical stochasticity may not play as much of a role in virus-cell interactions as previously thought ([@bib68]; [@bib61]), specifically concerning the process of cell-fate decision making between lysogenic and lytic pathways in *E. coli* following phage λ infection ([@bib68]; [@bib62]). While host functions can influence this decision process ([@bib9]), the initial choice is made at the individual phage level ([@bib62]). This, in turn, determines how phages interact with one another during cell infection, where the central interaction parameter is replication dynamics of multiple viral genomes being injected into a cell. Interestingly, replication dynamics occurs on the timescale of the genome injection process, varying from seconds to minutes ([@bib47]; [@bib65]). This is also evidenced by an important role that the order of phage genome injection is playing in CRISPR sequence acquisition ([@bib48]). Therefore, timing of phage DNA injections into a cell has been shown to affect the decision between lysogeny and cell lysis ([@bib62]; [@bib13]). Specifically, it was proposed that simultaneous, instant injection events from all phages infecting one cell lead to a lack of competition for replication of phage genomes, which results in higher lysogenizaton frequency ([@bib62]; [@bib38]). It was indeed observed that probability of lysogeny increases with the number of simultaneously infecting phages ([@bib62]; [@bib38]). On the contrary, delayed asynchronous injections lead to competitive interactions between phage genomes observed during lytic infection. Consistently, infection delays were shown to decrease the chance of lysogeny by also lowering CII levels in the cell, where CII is a viral DNA-binding transcription factor governing postinfection decision-making ([@bib13]). Lytic phage that delivers its genome first overrides cell's lysogeny decision and uses cell's limited resources to replicate its own progeny ([@bib62]; [@bib38]).

A pioneering study demonstrated that DNA injection from phage λ, after preadsorption to *E. coli*, occurred instantaneously at 37°C, but at lower temperatures the heterogeneous injection dynamics with minutes-long lag times was observed, with injections completely inhibited at 4°C ([@bib47]). The mechanism behind this injection behavior remained unknown. Thus, understanding the mechanism and environmental factors determining the switch between synchronized and desynchronized injection dynamics from a phage population is of key importance for studies of the infectious cycle where the cell decision between lytic and lysogenic infection plays a crucial role. As shown here, the main factor influencing injection dynamics is the structural state of DNA inside the viral capsid. DNA is tightly packaged inside phage λ capsid with DNA-DNA surface separation of only 7 Å ([@bib41]; [@bib15]). This leads to high interstrand repulsive forces that, along with DNA bending stress, result in internal genome pressure of tens of atmospheres ([@bib18]; [@bib64]; [@bib55]). This pressure powers DNA ejection into a bacterial cell. However, the small interstrand distance also generates electrostatic and hydration sliding friction between neighboring DNA strands ([@bib23]; [@bib6]; [@bib44]), which limits the packaged genome's mobility (or fluidity). Using atomic force microscopy (AFM) combined with isothermal titration calorimetry (ITC), we have recently shown that restricted intra-capsid DNA mobility can be characterized by a solid-like mechanical response to nano-indentation of a DNA-filled capsid ([@bib44]; [@bib59]). At the same time, DNA packaged in the capsid can undergo a mechano-structural transition from a solid- to a fluid-like state. This transition is induced by increasing the temperature (which affects DNA bending stress and packing defects) or by varying external ionic conditions (which affects DNA-DNA repulsive interactions and overall genome stress in the capsid) ([@bib43]). In the fluid-like state, the interstrand DNA-DNA friction of the encapsidated genome is significantly reduced due to an increase in distance between packaged DNA strands occurring with local DNA disordering. These observations suggest that dynamics of DNA ejection can be affected by a transition in mobility of the encapsidated genome. To investigate the effect of this mechano-structural DNA transition on DNA ejection dynamics from phage λ, we designed a new ITC assay that provides ultra-sensitive detection of ejection dynamics from a phage population triggered by instant mixing with LamB λ-receptor in vitro. We also used time-resolved small angle X-ray scattering (SAXS) to further support our findings. We discovered striking bimodal dynamics of coexisting phage populations displaying fast synchronized and slow desynchronized ejection events. Here, we show that this complex ejection dynamics is directly linked to the two mechano-structural states of DNA---solid- and fluid-like---inside the λ capsid.

This remarkable observation of mechano-regulation of phage genome ejection dynamics can be compared to gene expression regulation in meters-long, tightly packaged chromosomal DNA in eukaryotic cells ([@bib17]), where gene expression is controlled not only by genetic regulation but also by mechanical properties of DNA in nucleosomes. Environmental stress factors, such as an abrupt change in temperature or in ionic conditions, were demonstrated to play a major role in the mechano-regulated gene activation process, turning certain genes on and off, in a process termed epigenetics. Similarly, we show that temperature and ionic conditions control the mechanical properties of virally encapsidated DNA and act as an on-off switch between synchronized and desynchronized ejection dynamics. This can influence timing of viral replication and the lytic-lysogenic cell decision process ([@bib62]). These in vitro ejection dyamics results are in agreement with earlier in vivo observations of temperature's effect on DNA injection dynamics from phage λ preadsorbed to *E. coli *([@bib47]).

Results and discussion {#s2}
======================

Dynamics of DNA ejection from phage measured by ITC {#s2-1}
---------------------------------------------------

Dynamics of DNA ejection from phage has been previously investigated using single particle fluorescence ([@bib29]) as well as bulk light scattering analysis (LS) ([@bib57]; [@bib20]). Single particle fluorescence studies have been mainly focused on determining DNA translocation rates from a phage capsid, rather than population ejection dynamics, due to limited statistics as well as uneven timing for delivery of phage receptors to trigger ejection (because of flow cell geometry). LS measurements, on the other hand, record a decrease in total scattering intensity, *I(0)*, from a phage population. This decrease is associated with a change in DNA scattering density inside capsids, reflecting the number of DNA-filled phage particles remaining as ejection events occur. When DNA is ejected and relaxed in solution to a micron-size coil, it no longer contributes to the scattering intensity ([@bib20]). [Figure 1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"} shows our LS-measured decay of normalized scattering intensity versus time, $\Delta I\left( t \right) = \ \frac{I\left( t \right) - I\left( {final} \right)}{I\left( {initial} \right) - I\left( {final} \right)}$, for DNA ejection from wild-type (wt) DNA length phage λ (corresponding to 48,500 bp) when it is mixed with LamB solution at 22°C in TM-buffer (10 mM MgCl~2~, 50 mM TrisHCl, pH 7.5). As observed in the figure, the overall time for the ejection process is much slower (here \> 1000 s) than the ejection time for DNA translocation from a single phage (≤10 s) ([@bib29]) because ejection events at these conditions occur in a stochastic manner ([@bib20]) (if ejections were synchronized, the overall ejection time would be equivalent to DNA translocation time from a capsid). Thus, LS-measured scattering intensity decay reflects dynamics of ejection events versus time, discerning only between DNA-filled and empty capsids ([@bib20]). However, this observation does not exclude that a fraction of phages can eject DNA synchronously. As DNA ejection is progressing, each ejecting particle is given the same weight in the total scattering intensity signal change. Therefore, the signal from a phage population with fast synchronized ejection events occurring within seconds will be dominated by much slower desynchronized ejections occurring in parallel but on a much longer timescale of minutes. Something similar occurs in reaction kinetics measurements where resolution is determined by the slowest rate-limiting step. In our case, this will prevent differentiation between phage populations with synchronized and desynchronized ejection dynamics. Therefore, in order to be able to distinguish between synchronized and desynchronized ejection populations, a heavier weight must be assigned to the readout signal from the phage population with synchronized ejection dynamics. Such a measurement is possible with ITC-measured heat flow (i.e. rate of heat production measured in µJ/s or µcal/s or W) for the DNA ejection process when phage is titrated into LamB solution ([@bib44]; [@bib36]).

![Direct comparison between LS, SAXS and ITC data for phage λ DNA ejection dynamics.\
The derivative with respect to time of the LS-measured normalized forward scattering curve yields the instantaneous change in the number of ejecting phages versus time (*dΔI/dt*). This resulting *dΔI/dt(t)* curve is scaled to correspond to the ITC measured enthalpy released from a phage population during DNA ejection process. Figure shows comparison of DNA ejection dynamics for phage λ mixed with LamB receptor at 22°C measured by LS \[*I(0)* versus time\], time-resolved SAXS \[*I(0)* versus time\], and time-resolved SAXS \[DNA diffraction peak area versus time\]. \[SAXS data is discussed in the Supplemental Meterial Section.\] The lines connecting the data points are exponential fits for each data set. Figure inset shows the ITC titration DP curve (green) compared to derivatives of LS and SAXS data, which have been scaled to match the phage concentration in an ITC measurement.](elife-37345-fig1){#fig1}

ITC is mainly used for thermodynamic analysis. However, it was recently demonstrated that it can be successfully used to measure reaction kinetics reflected by heat flow (so-called kinITC) due to the very short response time of modern ITC instruments ([@bib8]). We designed a new assay using ultra-sensitive micro-ITC to determine ejection dynamics from phage λ with the aim to differentiate between populations with synchronized and desynchronized ejection events. We have previously shown that DNA ejection from phage λ is associated with an exothermic heat release, which can be accurately measured by ITC ([@bib44]; [@bib36]). Synchronized genome ejections will result in a significantly higher heat flow due to additive energy contributions from multiple ejecting λ-particles in one time instant, compared to that of desynchronized ejections where heat flow from single ejection events is spread over a longer period of time. Here, phage λsolution is titrated in LamB receptor solution with LamB present in a large excess (10^4^:1 LamB:phage which ensures that ejection dynamics is not limited by receptor concentration). The instrument records differential power (DP) versus time (DP is equivalent to heat flow, measured in μcal/s) between the reference cell (containing buffer) and the sample cell (containing phage-LamB reaction mixture). [Figure 1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"} inset shows heat flow (µcal/s) versus time for the DNA ejection process occurring when wt-DNA length phage λ particles are titrated into LamB receptor solution at 22°C (all conditions remained identical to LS measurement for direct comparison). Heat flow contributions associated with enthalpy of mixing and pressure-volume work arising from titrating phage into buffer, buffer into LamB solution, and buffer into buffer are measured separately for each set of parameters and subtracted from the raw DP curve ([@bib44]; [@bib36]). All titration curves shown in this work (including [Figure 1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"} inset) are shown with background DP contributions subtracted.

The response time of our ITC instrument (Malvern iTC~200~, see Materials and methods Section) is only ∼3.5 s, which is significantly shorter than equilibration time for the DNA ejection process (e.g. it took ∼250 s for the DP curve in [Figure 1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"} inset to return to baseline after titrating phage into LamB solution). This allows analysis of DNA ejection dynamics by directly evaluating the equilibration times of exothermic DP-peaks from phage-into-LamB titrations. (All separately-measured background DP contributions subtracted from the raw DP signal occur on a timescale of \<10 s \[[@bib44]; [@bib36]\]) Here, we demonstrate how ITC provides information on population dynamics of synchronized and desynchronized ejection events not distinguishable by LS. As explained above, LS-measured scattering intensity in [Figure 1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"} reflects the total number of DNA-filled phage particles remaining over time as DNA ejections are progressing. On the contrary, ITC-measured heat flow in [Figure 1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"} inset corresponds to the instantaneous change in the heat released from a population of ejecting phage particles versus time. Thus, in order to compare the ejection dynamics from LS and ITC measurements, we need to take the derivative with respect to time of the LS-measured normalized forward scattering curve in [Figure 1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}. This yields the instantaneous change in the number of ejecting phages versus time (*dΔI/dt*). The resulting *dΔI/dt(t)* curve is scaled to correspond to the phage concentration used in an ITC measurement and multiplied by the heat amount (enthalpy) released by one phage during ejection at a given temperature ([@bib44]; [@bib43]). [Figure 1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"} inset shows the resulting LS scattering intensity derivative (blue curve) compared to the ITC titration curve (green curve). The derivate of LS data displays a slower decay than ITC data. As we have previously shown, LS overestimates the total ejection time since it also records the scattering intensity contributions from DNA condensates formed immediately after rapid DNA ejection (due to DNA ejection occurring faster than DNA diffusion in the bulk solution once DNA is ejected from the capsid) ([@bib20]; [@bib45]). Ejected DNA condensates will relax in solution through diffusion, forming larger random coil aggregates with negligible contribution to the LS signal. This diffusive DNA coil relaxation process is masking the DNA ejection dynamics, making it appear slower ([@bib20]; [@bib45]). The most marked difference, however, between LS derivative and ITC data in [Figure 1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"} inset is in the two exothermic peaks on the DP titration curve, which correspond to bimodal phage ejection dynamics from synchronized and desynchronized ejection events (in order to accommodate both slower LS data and ITC data on the time scale in [Figure 1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"} inset, the two ITC peaks are not clearly visible but they are well resolved when plotted on a shorter time scale as shown in the next section). This is not observed in the LS derivate displaying only averaged unimodal ejection dynamics. Thus, unlike LS scattering intensity, ITC heat flow data does not obscure the contribution from rapidly occurring synchronized ejections with slower decay from desynchronized ejections. This makes ITC a suitable method to investigate the effect of solid-to-fluid-like intra-capsid DNA transition on phage ejection population dynamics.

Solid-to-fluid like DNA transition in the capsid controls phage ejection dynamics {#s2-2}
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------

As described above, we have recently found, using ITC (and supported by other methods), that DNA packaged in phage λ capsid undergoes a mechano-structural transition as a function of temperature ([@bib44]), as illustrated in [Figure 2A](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}. By integrating the area under the exothermic DP titration curve for phage-in-LamB titration (with all mixing enthalpies and pressure-volume work subtracted), the enthalpy change associated with DNA ejection from phage can be derived and corresponds to *ΔH~ej~(T) = ΔH(T)~DNA\ ejected~ -- ΔH(T)~DNA\ inside\ phage~.* Since the total volume of the system does not change during DNA ejection, and the pressure is constant, enthalpy and internal energy are approximately equal ([@bib44]; [@bib36]). [Figure 2B](#fig2){ref-type="fig"} shows ITC-measured enthalpy *ΔH~ej~(T)* for DNA ejection from wt phage λ when it is titrated into a solution with LamB receptor in the temperature range between 22°C and 42°C in 10 mM MgCl~2~ Tris-buffer. [Figure 2B](#fig2){ref-type="fig"} shows a discontinuity in the approximately linear dependence of *ΔH~ej~* on temperature occurring at *T*\* ∼33°C for wt λ-DNA length ejection from phage λ. The discontinuity is attributed to DNA structure disordering inside the capsid, which leads to a transition from a solid-like to a fluid-like state ([@bib44]). The slopes in the linear regions of *ΔH~ej~(T)* in [Figure 2B](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}, correspond to specific heat capacity *ΔCp(T)* for DNA ejection process \[*ΔCp(T)=Cp(ejected DNA) -- Cp(packaged DNA)\].* Since change in *Cp(ejected DNA)* (i.e. free DNA in solution) is relatively small in the measured temperature interval (22° - 43°C) ([@bib63]), the inversion of *ΔH~ej~(T)* slope at transition temperature (*T*\* ∼33°C) suggests a change in *Cp(packaged DNA)* value for DNA inside the capsid. This *Cp* change is in turn associated with transition in ordering and hydration of the packaged genome, which we have previously analyzed with ITC in ref. ([@bib36]).

![Schematic illustration of DNA disordering transition in the capsid.\
Transition occurs when the temperature is increased as we first observed with isothermal titration calorimetry. (**A**) DNA disordering transition, which occurs when the temperature is increased, originates close to the center of the capsid, where DNA is more stressed due to stronger bending and larger packing defects. (Left) Cross-sections of the top view of the capsid. (Right) A side view cross-section of the capsid, which illustrates that DNA closer to the center of the capsid is likely to be ejected first since, due to dsDNA bending stress constraints, it is the last DNA portion to be packaged in the capsid during phage assembly. The schematic illustration of DNA inside the capsid shows the ordering of an averaged DNA structure and not the arrangement of individual DNA strands. (**B**) Enthalpy of DNA ejection per virion (J) versus temperature for wt-DNA phage λ titrated into LamB solution. Abrupt enthalpy change inversion with temperature at \~33°C shows transition in energetics of DNA state inside the capsid. Dashed lines are drawn to guide the eye. ∆*H~ej~* values were obtained as an average of six independent measurements for each sample. Vertical error bars are SEs.](elife-37345-fig2){#fig2}

To investigate the effect of the DNA transition in λ-capsid on dynamics of the DNA ejection process, we analyze the equilibration time and median time of exothermic DP peaks on titration curves. [Figure 3A](#fig3){ref-type="fig"} shows ITC titration curves (shown as heat flow versus time) recorded for DNA ejection from wt phage λ at 22°C and 32°C (below the DNA transition temperature), and at 37°C and 42°C (above the DNA transition temperature) in 10 mM MgCl~2~ Tris-buffer. [Figure 3A](#fig3){ref-type="fig"} shows that, above the DNA transition temperature (∼33°C), only one enthalpy peak is observed, starting immediately after titration of phage in LamB (at time zero). However, the DP curve is not symmetrical and shows a right shoulder suggesting an unresolved second peak. Indeed, when the temperature was decreased below the transition temperature, the DP curve splits into two modes corresponding to two phage populations with different heat flow dynamics. At both 22° and 32°C, the first peak returns to baseline after ∼20 s when phage is titrated into LamB, corresponding to a phage population with fast ejection dynamics. The second DP peak lasts for ∼250 s at 22°C before returning to baseline value, corresponding to a phage population with slow ejection dynamics (the blue titration curve in [Figure 3A](#fig3){ref-type="fig"} is truncated at 150 s for clarity of presentation, however full ITC titration curve at 22°C returning to baseline after ∼250 is shown in the [Figure 1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"} inset). Since these two exothermic peaks on a DP curve are not completely resolved, we have deconvoluted ([@bib28]) the DP curves into two asymmetric Gaussian functions with an exponential damping term, using a precise deconvolution method ([@bib28]) (see details in Supplemental Material Section). [Figure 3B](#fig3){ref-type="fig"} shows fitting of two exothermic DP peaks (dashed curves) for the DNA ejection process at 32°C. The same deconvolution fitting procedure was applied to the single asymmetric exothermic peaks with right skewed shoulder on the DP curves above the DNA transition temperature in order to make a consistent comparison of DNA ejection dynamics at all measured temperatures. However, above the DNA transition temperature, two deconvoluted peaks derived from the fitting essentially converge into a single Gaussian, suggesting that there is mainly one dominant population of phage λ particles with faster ejection dynamics. This is illustrated in [Figure 3C](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}, which shows a DP curve for DNA ejection process at 37°C with deconvoluted bimodal and unimodal Gaussian fittings. Since most fitted Gaussian peaks on the DP curve are right skewed, we use the median value (instead of mode value) to estimate the central tendency time corresponding to average time for the overall DNA ejection process from a phage population. (In Supplemental Material Section we explain why the DP exothermic peaks are right skewed for DNA ejection process). [Figure 3D](#fig3){ref-type="fig"} summarizes median time values obtained from the Gaussian fits for DNA ejection from phage populations with fast and slow ejection dynamics at temperatures 22--42°C. The error bars are derived from the width of the Gaussian fits at the median value. [Figure 3D](#fig3){ref-type="fig"} shows that a phage population with fast ejection dynamics (corresponding to the first exothermic peak and referred to as 'fast population' in the plots) has an average ejection time of ∼10 s at all temperatures. This ejection time corresponds to the time of DNA translocation from a single phage λ capsid under similar buffer conditions previously measured by single particle fluorescence ([@bib29]). This observation suggests that phage particles in the fast population eject their genomes immediately after receptor addition in a synchronized manner, which results in high heat flow (additive from many phage particles) and a sharp exothermic peak. On the other hand, the phage population with slow ejection dynamics (corresponding to the second exothermic peak and referred to as 'slow population' in all plots) is present only below the DNA transition temperature, where the slow ejection population coexists with the fast ejection population. Below the transition temperature, the average ejection time for the slow population is ∼30 s at 22°C and ∼45 s at 32°C (while DP peak equilibration to the baseline takes ∼100 and ∼250 s, respectively); see [Figure 3D](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}. These ejection times are significantly longer than DNA translocation time from a single phage (∼10 s) ([@bib29]), suggesting that ejection events occur with delays in a desynchronized manner, as we had previously observed with LS ([@bib20]).

![Temperature induced transition from two population (synchronized and desynchronized) to one population (synchronized) phage DNA ejection dynamics measured with ITC.\
ITC-measured heat flow (μcal/s) released when wt phage λis titrated into LamB solution, triggering DNA ejection at different temperatures, in 10 mM MgCl~2~ Tris-buffer. (**A**) At temperatures below the intracapsid DNA transition (22 and 32°C), DP curve shows two exothermic peaks associated with two phage populations with fast (synchronized) and slow (desynchronized) DNA ejection dynamics. At temperatures above the intracapsid DNA transition (37 and 42°C), DP curve shows only one exothermic peak associated with one phage population with fast synchronized ejection dynamics. (**B**) DP curve for phage DNA ejection at 32°C (below DNA transition temperature) is fitted with deconvoluted skewed Gaussian curves, resolving peaks for both fast and slow ejection dynamics. (**C**) DP curve for phage DNA ejection at 37°C (above DNA transition temperature) fitted with skewed bimodal (deconvoluted) and unimodal Gaussian curves. Bimodal fit overlaps with unimodal fit, demonstrating that asymmetric unimodal Gaussian fit can be used to determine peak position and median time for ejection process above the DNA transition temperature, where one phage population with synchronized ejection dynamics is predominant. (**D**) Median time values derived from skewed Gaussian fit analysis for the DNA ejection process at five different temperatures (both bimodal and unimodal fits were made depending on the number of peaks). Error bars show the standard error (SE) of the width of Gaussian fit. Below the DNA transition temperature (22 and 32°C), two exothermic peaks are well resolved. Above the DNA transition temperature (37 and 42°C), deconvoluted peaks overlap and can be fitted with unimodal skewed Gaussian fit, as shown in (**B**).](elife-37345-fig3){#fig3}

These observations demonstrate that a temperature-induced DNA transition from a solid- to a fluid-like state in λ capsid strongly affects the dynamics of genome ejection from phage. Below ∼33°C, the temperature of intracapsid DNA transition, two exothermic peaks on the DP curve indicate ejection dynamics corresponding to two virus populations with synchronized and desynchronized ejections. The presence of synchronized and desynchronized populations suggests the co-existence of phage particles with packaged DNA in both fluid-like and solid-like states. This is supported by the fact that DNA is trapped in a metastable state while it is being packaged into the capsid due to high DNA-DNA electrostatic sliding friction, which leads to different non-equilibrium DNA conformations in the capsids ([@bib6]; [@bib37]). When temperature is increased above that of DNA transition (at *T* \> 33°C), most of the phage population with slow desynchronized ejection dynamics is converted into a population with fast synchronized dynamics; the DP curve displays only one exothermic peak. The fast population corresponds to phage with DNA in a fluid-like state, where DNA-DNA electrostatic sliding friction is low ([@bib44]) and genome ejection occurs immediately after phage is titrated into LamB solution.

In many dsDNA phages, there is a portal 'plug' protein at the portal-tail vertex that seals the portal opening through which DNA is ejected, facilitating retention of the packaged genome. For example, in phage P22, a homotrimer of the tail needle protein (gp26) acts as a portal plug ([@bib5]). Similarly in phage λ, protein gpW (the gp26 homolog) has been suggested to have a similar portal sealing function ([@bib5]; [@bib25]). Adsorption of phage particles to cell receptors (LamB for phage λ) leads to portal plug opening, resulting in DNA ejection. As we have shown above, when DNA in the capsid is in a fluid-like pressurized state, phage-to-receptor adsorption results in immediate synchronized DNA ejections from all virions. By using time-resolved SAXS, we estimate the energy of activation for synchronized and desynchronized ejection processes by analyzing Arrhenius\' dependence of DNA ejection rates on temperature (see data and method description in [Figure 3---figure supplement 1](#fig3s1){ref-type="fig"} and Materials and methods Section). The ejection rates are determined by measuring encapsidated DNA diffraction peak area versus time when phage λ is instantly mixed with LamB in a stopped-flow SAXS chamber. This reflects the number of remaining DNA-filled phage particles over time. We found that the energy of activation required to initiate the synchronized DNA ejection process from phage population with DNA in a fluid-like state is small, with ejection rates essentially not influenced by temperature ([Figure 3---figure supplement 1](#fig3s1){ref-type="fig"}). On the contrary, the rates of DNA ejection events from phage with intracapsid DNA in a solid-like state show a strong dependence on temperature with relatively high activation energy (∼20 times higher than molecular thermal energy) required to initiate ejection by overcoming a significant DNA-DNA sliding friction ([@bib6]; [@bib44]). This leads to stochastic delays in ejection events or even complete arrest of the ejection process at lower temperatures, as has been previously observed in vivo ([@bib47]) (e.g. no ejection occurs when phage λ is preadsorbed to *E. coli* cells at 4°C). These observations suggest that measured activation energy for phage DNA ejection is associated with interstrand DNA sliding friction and mechano-strucutral transition of encapsidated genome, which further supports the ITC data above.

As we previously found ([@bib43]), the temperature at which the solid-to-fluid like DNA transition in phage λ occurs is strongly influenced by ionic conditions, since small polyvalent ions freely diffuse through the capsid pores and directly affect the DNA-DNA sliding friction and genome stress. Specifically, we had shown ([@bib43]) that, at physiologic temperature for phage infection (37°C), varying ionic conditions will affect mobility of packaged DNA. As shown above, the transition from solid- and fluid-like DNA state in phage capsids results in desynchronized or synchronized DNA ejection dynamics, which in turn has been proposed to affect the cell decision between lysogenic and lytic infection ([@bib68]; [@bib62]). This raises an important biological question of how the extra- and intra-cellular ionic environment of a bacterial host affects ejection dynamics and consequentially the viral replication pathway. Therefore, in the next Section we investigate how deviations from ionic conditions mimicking those for optimum phage infectivity influence DNA ejection dynamics by switching between desynchronized and synchronized ejection behavior.

Ion-regulated switch between synchronized and desynchronized ejection dynamics {#s2-3}
------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Polyvalent cations present in the bacterial cytoplasm, such as polyamines and Mg^2+^, have been shown to have a strong effect on the repulsive interactions between packaged DNA helices in a viral capsid through screening of negative DNA charges and/or introduction of attractive interaction ([@bib43]; [@bib19]; [@bib56]). Since free polyamine concentration in cells is very low as most polyamines are bound to cellular DNA and RNA ([@bib14]; [@bib26]; [@bib34]), free Mg-ions will have a large effect on DNA interstrand interactions inside the capsid. Therefore, we are specifically interested in the effect of Mg-ion concentration on the dynamics of DNA ejection from phage λ at concentrations similar to those of extra- and intracellular Mg^2+^ in vivo.

Mg-ions are essential for both cellular metabolism (e.g. enzyme activity, protein synthesis, preservation of ribosome and nucleic acid structures) ([@bib11]; [@bib58]; [@bib50]; [@bib46]) and the phage λ infectious cycle ([@bib22]; [@bib25]). It has been shown that a concentration of ∼5--10 mM of Mg^2+^ ions in the extracellular solution is critically important for both optimum adsorption of phage λ ([@bib22]) to *E. coli*, as well as phage replication rate ([@bib47]; [@bib32]). A similar Mg-concentration has also been shown to provide optimum conditions for DNA packaging in phage λ ([@bib25]; [@bib52]) and corresponds to the free Mg-concentration in *E. coli* cytoplasm ([@bib46]; [@bib40]; [@bib33]). As mentioned above, Mg-concentration affects DNA stress in the capsid and therefore strongly influences the temperature of transition between solid-like and fluid-like states ([@bib43]). At optimum temperature for infection (37°C), this Mg-concentration should affect phage ejection dynamics leading to synchronized or desynchronized ejections depending on the intra-capsid DNA state. A correlation between physiologic Mg-concentration and phage λ genome ejection dynamics would suggest that mechanical intracapsid DNA transition is an important regulatory mechanism for viral replication. This will be discussed in Conclusions Section.

In the first set of measurements using ITC assay ([Figure 4A](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}), we determined DNA transition temperatures for wt λ-DNA length phage in MgCl~2~ Tris-buffer with MgCl~2~ concentrations varied between 5 and 50 mM. [Figure 4A](#fig4){ref-type="fig"} shows enthalpy *ΔH~ej~(T)* versus temperature for the DNA ejection process triggered by phage λ titration into LamB solution. With increasing temperature, an abrupt discontinuity and inversion in an essentially linear enthalpy change *ΔH~ej~(T)* indicates the temperature *T\** at which intracapsid DNA transition occurs. Increasing Mg-concentration will initially significantly reduce the strength of the interstrand repulsive interactions in the capsid due to counterion screening of the negative charges between packaged DNA helices ([@bib41]; [@bib19]). However, we have previously shown that the screening effect of Mg-ions will become progressively smaller due to the counter-ion saturation ([@bib19]). As described above, DNA packaged in the capsid has to reach the critical stress level which increases with increasing temperature until the structural transition relieving the genome stress occurs at *T\**. Thus, reducing the intra-capsid DNA stress by increasing Mg-ion concentration leads to an increase in *T\**. That is, a higher temperature is required to reach the critical DNA stress limit in order to overcome the energetic barrier triggering the structural genome transition. Indeed, [Figure 4A and B](#fig4){ref-type="fig"} shows that the DNA transition temperature *T\** strongly rises with the initial increase in Mg-concentration, from *T\**∼23°C at 5 mM MgCl~2~ Tris-buffer to *T\**∼37°C at 20 mM MgCl~2~ Tris-buffer. However, between 20 and 50 mM MgCl~2,~*T\** remains essentially unchanged due to Mg-ion saturation at the DNA helices ([@bib19]). As we have previously shown, at 5 mM MgCl~2~ at 37°C (well above the DNA transition temperature), DNA in the λcapsid is in a fluid-like state ([@bib43]). However, at \[Mg^2+^\] ≥ 10 mM at 37°C, where the solid-to-fluid like DNA transition occurs at or close to this temperature, there is likely a coexistence between phage populations with DNA in fluid- and solid-like states inside the capsid.

![Intracapsid solid-to-fluid like DNA transition temperature as a function of Mg-concentration measured with ITC.\
Transition temperature *T\** strongly rises with the initial increase in Mg-concentration but saturates at physiologic temperature of infection (37°C) at \[Mg^2+^\] ≥ 20 mM. (**A**) Enthalpy of DNA ejection per virion (J) from wt DNA phage λ versus temperature, *H~ej~*, in MgCl~2~ Tris-buffers with varying MgCl~2~ concentrations (5 to 50 mM). Dashed lines are drawn to guide the eye. The vertical dashed lines indicate the DNA transition point. Vertical error bars are SEs. (**B**) Comparison between DNA transition temperatures determined by ITC as a function of MgCl~2~ concentration in Tris-buffer.](elife-37345-fig4){#fig4}

Therefore, using ITC dynamics measurements, we investigate how a Mg-ion regulated switch between solid-like and fluid-like DNA states in λ-capsid affects DNA ejection dynamics at physiologic temperature of infection (37°C). Heat flow (μcal/s) versus time of exothermic peaks on DP titration curves was analyzed for phage λ into LamB titrations at 37°C and Mg^2+^ concentrations between 5 and 50 mM. For clarity, [Figure 5A](#fig5){ref-type="fig"} shows selectively DP titration curves at 5 mM Mg^2+^ Tris-buffer (above DNA transition) and 20 mM Mg^2+^ Tris-buffer (below DNA transition). At 5 MgCl~2~, where packaged DNA is in a predominantly fluid-like state (since *T\** ∼23°C), only one exothermic DP peak corresponding to fast ejection dynamics is observed on the titration curve, with median ejection time of ∼10 s, see [Figure 5A](#fig5){ref-type="fig"}. As discussed above, this average ejection time corresponds to DNA translocation time from a single phage capsid and reflects synchronized ejection events from a majority of phage population. On the contrary, at 20 mM MgCl~2~, the intracapsid DNA is at its transition temperature (*T\** ∼37°C). Now, the DP titration curve shows two distinct exothermic peaks attributed to fast and slow ejection dynamics. The first peak has median ejection time of ∼10 s corresponding to a phage population with DNA in a fluid-like state and synchronized ejection dynamics. The second peak (corresponding to a phage population with DNA in a solid-like state) has median ejection time of ∼55 s suggesting stochastic delays in initiation of DNA ejection resulting in slower ejection dynamics. In [Figure 5B](#fig5){ref-type="fig"}, we summarize these data by plotting median ejection times (corresponding to average ejection times) derived from deconvoluted skewed Gaussian fits to DNA ejection DP peaks in 5--50 mM MgCl~2~ Tris-buffers at 37°C. To further quantify these results, in [Figure 5C](#fig5){ref-type="fig"} we show the ratio between fast population peak area (for synchronized ejection events) and total area of both fast and slow exothermic peaks. Assuming that ejection enthalpy per virion is approximately the same for phage with DNA in a fluid- or in a solid-like state, this plot reflects the fraction of phages (from the whole phage population) with DNA in a fluid-like state and synchronized ejection dynamics. The observed fraction of fast phage population with synchronized ejections varies between 100% (at 5 mM Mg^2+^) and only ∼10% (at \[Mg^2+^\] ≥ 20 mM). Thus, [Figure 5C](#fig5){ref-type="fig"} shows how variation in Mg-concentration at 37°C has a dramatic effect on ejection dynamics from phage λ by switching from all synchronized to nearly all desynchronized ejection events. Consequentially, at Mg-concentrations above that of physiologic optimum for infection (∼5--10 mM), DNA ejection dynamics is significantly reduced with an order of magnitude slower average ejection time compared to that of a fast population with synchronized ejections.

![Well correlated with intracapsid DNA transition temperature, DNA ejection dynamics at physiologic temperature of infection (37°C) is fast with synchronized ejection events at low \[Mg^2+^\] of \< 20 mM (where packaged DNA is in a fluid-like state).\
At \[Mg^2+^\] ≥ 20 mM, there is a coexistence between phage populations with fast synchronized and slow desynchronized ejection dynamics (DNA in fluid- and solid-like states inside the capsid). Figure shows ITC measured heat flow (μcal/s) versus time for DNA ejection occurring at titration of phage λ into LamB solution at 37°C and Mg^2+^ concentrations between 5 and 50 mM in Tris-buffer. (**A**) DP titration curves at 5 mM Mg^2+^ Tris-buffer (above DNA transition where intracapsid DNA is in a fluid-like state at 37°C) and 20 mM Mg^2+^ Tris-buffer (below DNA transition where intracapsid DNA is in a solid-like state at 37°C). At 5 MgCl~2~, where packaged DNA is in a predominantly fluid-like state (since *T\** ∼23°C), only one exothermic DP peak corresponding to fast synchronized ejection dynamics is observed on the titration curve, with median ejection time of ∼10 s (corresponding to DNA translocation time from a capsid). At 20 mM MgCl~2~, the intracapsid DNA is at its transition temperature (*T\** ∼37°C) and the DP titration curve shows two distinct exothermic peaks attributed to fast and slow ejection dynamics corresponding to coexisting phage populations with intracapsid DNA in solid-like and fluid-like states. (**B**) Median ejection times (corresponding to average ejection times) derived from deconvoluted skewed Gaussian fits to DNA ejection DP peaks in 5--50 mM MgCl~2~ Tris-buffers at 37°C. (**C**) The ratio between fast population peak area (for synchronized ejection events) and total area of both fast and slow exothermic peaks. This plot reflects the fraction of phages (from the whole phage population) with intracapsid DNA in a fluid-like state and synchronized ejection dynamics. Figure shows how variation in Mg-concentration has a dramatic effect on ejection dynamics by switching it from all synchronized to nearly all desynchronized DNA ejection events.](elife-37345-fig5){#fig5}

Conclusions {#s2-4}
-----------

Different bacteriophage traits determine the dynamics and heterogeneity of viral populations. Investigating these traits is of fundamental importance for understanding viral replication pathways and for improving the potency of treatments and viral vaccines ([@bib42]), and studying viral fitness ([@bib27]). Structural virology has been instrumental in providing a detailed morphological description and classification of viruses and their receptors required for studies of traits influencing virus-host interaction dynamics ([@bib24]). However, most of the structural studies have been focused on viral capsids due to their symmetry, rather than on the encapsidated genome where the lack of symmetry prevents high-resolution analysis. Recent findings of pressure-driven viral DNA ejection into cells from phage ([@bib18]; [@bib10]), Archaeal viruses ([@bib31]) and Herpesviruses ([@bib3]), have raised strong interest in understanding the role that packaged dsDNA structure plays in dynamics of genome ejection and viral replication. However, the structure of the encapsidated genome and its mechanical properties have until now not been sufficiently investigated nor considered as a trait influencing viral population dynamics. While this work is an in vitro study, it suggests a novel mechanism affecting viral replication dynamics that can influence the cell's decision between lytic and lysogenic infection, prompting further investigations in vivo.

In this work, we discovered, for the first time, a direct link between the structure (and its associated mobility) of the encapsidated dsDNA in phage λ and dynamics of initiation of its release from the capsid. We demonstrate that the solid-to-fluid-like intracapsid DNA transition ([@bib44]), is a determining factor for either rapid synchronized or slow desynchronized ejection dynamics from a phage population. We show that at optimum temperature for infection (i.e. ∼37°C) and Mg-concentration ≤ 10 mM, the encapsidated DNA is in a fluid-like state and ejection events from the majority of the phage population are synchronized with DNA ejections occurring within ∼10 s directly after phage adsorption to *E. coli* receptors (this time corresponds to DNA translocation time from a capsid). However, deviations from these conditions for infection (e.g. low temperature, high Mg-concentration) result in intracapsid DNA being in a solid-like state where DNA is arrested in different conformations due to high interstrand sliding friction ([@bib6]; [@bib44]). This leads to a striking heterogeneity in phage ejection dynamics, displaying coexistence of populations with synchronized ejection events (where DNA is in a fluid-like state) and desynchronized stochastically occurring ejection events (where DNA is in a solid-like state). The latter presents one to two orders-of-magnitude slower ejection dynamics, ranging from minutes to tens of minutes, depending on salt conditions and temperature, compared to DNA translocation time from a capsid. This ejection dynamics behavior is in good agreement with earlier observations of temperature's effect on DNA injection dynamics from phage λ after preadsorption to *E. coli* culture ([@bib47]). Our findings also dismiss an earlier claim that stochasticity of DNA ejections from phage is solely controlled by capsid portal opening dynamics ([@bib57]; [@bib21]). These assumptions were based on earlier LS measurements of phage ejection dynamics that could not distinguish between synchronized and desynchronized ejection events, as we have demonstrated above. (The same reference \[[@bib21]\]) also incorrectly concludes that there is no intracapsid DNA transition in phageλ with increasing temperature. As described above, we have clearly demonstrated that solid-to-fluid like DNA transition occurs as a function of salt and temperature, signified by an abrupt change in mobility (measured with AFM nanoindentation) and internal energy (measured with ITC) of the packaged λ-genome ([@bib43]; [@bib44]).

As discussed above, it was recently proposed that the lysogeny-lytic cell decision initially occurs at the phage level through the timing of DNA delivery from multiple phages into a cell during infection ([@bib68]; [@bib62]). The timing of DNA injection from phage is what determines the onset of viral genome replication because both phage DNA injection and DNA replication processes occur on comparable timescales ([@bib47]). In turn, replication dynamics of injected phage genomes determines how phages interact with one another ([@bib62]) when multiple phage particles are infecting a single cell. It was shown that lysogeny is more likely to occur when infecting phages interact cooperatively during cell infection ([@bib38]). Synchronized injections result in immediate presence of DNA from multiple phages in a cell that can be integrated into cell's chromosome without competition for the progeny ([@bib68]; [@bib62]). Lysogeny results in the absence of selection, which allows various mutants to integrate and persist in the lysogenic state, leading to diversification of phage genes and adaptation to poor or new growth conditions ([@bib68]; [@bib62]). On the contrary, when DNA injections are desynchronized, few phage particles are delivering their genes faster than the rest of the phage population, resulting in competitive interactions. If first phage to deliver its genome is lytic, it will override lysogeny, rapidly replicate itself using the cell's limited resources and therefore take a larger share of phage progeny. As mentioned above, the asynchronous infection delays decrease the chance of lysogeny by also lowering CII viral transcription factor levels in the cell, where CII controls cell's decision ([@bib13]). It was shown that the cutoff time, where delayed phage infections of one cell no longer affect the lytic-lysogenic cell decision varies from few minutes to tens of minutes, depending on the MOI (higher MOI results in shorter cutoff time) ([@bib13]), comparable to timescales for overall ejection delays observed in our measurements. This suggests that ejection delays resulting from solid-like DNA state in the capsid will incease cell lysis probability.

The lytic-lysogenic decision is one of the most crucial factors determining virus population dynamics. In general, it was observed that limited conditions for phage replication favor lysogeny ([@bib68]; [@bib38]). This is explained by the fact that lysis is metabolically more 'expensive' and therefore would not be successful if the cells are not sufficiently healthy. Here, we found that ionic composition in the surrounding medium of bacterial cells acts as an on-off switch for DNA structural transition in λ-capsids leading to either synchronized or desynchronized ejection events at the optimum temperature for infection (37°C). It was previously shown that starvation of Mg^2+^ stimulates lysogenization ([@bib38]). Our study shows that, at low Mg-concentration, intracapsid DNA stress is high, leading to a DNA transition from solid- to fluid-like at temperatures well below that of infection temperature (37°C). This DNA transition results in synchronized ejections at 37°C, which indeed stimulate lysogenization, as we have discussed immediately above. Remarkably, both of these in vitro and in vivo ([@bib38]) observations are in good agreement, suggesting that DNA injection dynamics from phage into cells may play a significant role in the cell fate decision. However, while the probability of lysogeny depends inversely on phage infection delays ([@bib13]), the infection timings alone cannot be used to predict the outcome of either lysogenic or lytic behavior since other factors (e.g. cell volume \[[@bib61]\]) have also been shown to play a role. Furthermore, we have limited understanding of how many host functions (e.g. HflKC, cAMP, etc) feed into the decision ([@bib9]). Mapping all host functions into a single axis of rich/poor conditions is not supported by experiments. Thus, further interpretation of the effect of desynchronized and synchronized infections on the cell decision process would require a new model for circuit dynamics.

In conclusion, these in vitro findings suggest a new paradigm affecting virus population dynamics---mechano-signaling mediated by packaged DNA structure in phage λ. The environmental factors regulating the mechanical transition between solid- and fluid-like intracapsid DNA states strongly influence the timing of genome ejections. In vivo, desynchronized ejections from a phage population lead to competition between phage genomes, affecting the rate of phage gene replication and transcription as well as the lysogeny-lytic cell decision. Given similarities between phageλ and Herpesviruses in their mechanism of pressure-driven DNA ejection (where a temperature-induced solid-to-fluid like DNA transition was observed in both viral systems \[[@bib59]; [@bib3]\]), the new insights into the lysogeny-lytic decision process for phage provide intriguing prospects for understanding of latency mechanism in Herpesviruses. Indeed, analogies between phage and Herpesviruses in other regulatory factors that affect viral latency have been previously observed ([@bib53]; [@bib66]).

Materials and methods {#s3}
=====================

Bacteriophage λ and LamB receptor {#s3-1}
---------------------------------

Following previous protocols ([@bib18]), phage λ strain λ cI857 with a wild type (wt-) genome length of 48.5 kbp were produced by thermal induction of lysogenic Escherichia coli (*E. coli*) strain AE1 derived from S2773 strain. After cell harvest, phage particles were precipitated in 10% polyethylene-glycol (PEG) 8000 and purified by CsCl equilibrium centrifugation. Later on phages were dialyzed against TM-MgSO~4~ buffer (10 mM MgSO~4~, 50 mM Tris HCl, pH7.4) or TM-MgCl2 (10 mM MgCl~2~, 50 mM Tris HCl, pH7.4) for overnight at 4°C. The receptor protein LamB was expressed and purified from pop-154, an *E. coli* K12 strain in which the LamB gene was transduced from Shigella sonnei 3070. The detailed preparation method was described earlier ([@bib35]).

Isothermal titration calorimetry (ITC) {#s3-2}
--------------------------------------

Isothermal titration calorimetry (ITC) was used to measure the ejection enthalpy of λ genome, $\Delta H_{ej}$. All ITC measurements in this study were performed using the MicroCal iTC200 system manufactured by Malvern. The principles of measuring DNA ejection enthalpy in phages λ were described before ([@bib36]). In ITC experiment, 2.69 µL λ particles at 10^12^ - 10^13^ pfu/mL (10 -- 100 nM) were titrated into 200 µL LamB solution in the sample cell (reference cell was always filled with MilliQ water). LamB is at a concentration of 0.2 - 0.5 mg/mL (1.4 - 3.5 µM). The molar ratio between LamB trimmers and λ particles in the sample cell is always kept above 10^4^:1 (up to 3 titrations) to ensure the maximum ejection efficiency of λ with no delay time. Both LamB and λ particles were in the same dilution buffer containing TM (10mM MgCl~2~ or MgSO~4~, as indicated, 50mM Tris, pH 7.4) and 1% oPOE. The dilution heat of phage particles, LamB particles were measured separately and excluded from the final value of $\Delta H_{ej}$ ([@bib36]). The ejection enthalpy, $\Delta H_{ej}$ is a good estimate of the internal energy of λ genome, $U_{encap\_ DNA}$. In an ITC experiment, $\Delta H_{ej}$ is measured as an enthalpy change associated with the genome release process, $\Delta H = \Delta U + p\Delta V$, where $\Delta U$ is the change in internal energy of the system during DNA ejection ($\Delta U = U_{empty\_ cap} - U_{filled_{cap}} = U_{encap\_ DNA}$), $p$ is the atmospheric pressure acting on the system and $\Delta V$ is the change in volume of the solution surrounding the phages during DNA release. Since this volume change in solution, $\Delta V$ is negligible, $\Delta H \approx \Delta U$.

Phage λ DNA ejection dynamics measured by time-resolved SAXS {#s3-3}
------------------------------------------------------------

Time-resolved small angle x-ray scattering (SAXS) measurements were carried out at the 12-ID B station at the Advanced Photon Source (APS) at Argonne National Laboratory. A 12KeV x-ray beam was used to illuminate the sample with a short sample-to-detector distance (1 m) and an overall q range from 0.013 to 1.90 Å^−1^. To monitor the DNA ejection process, we mixed 60 µL of phage solution with 120 µL of LamB solution in a three-way static mixing tee, the mixture was then sent to a flow-through glass capillary perpendicular to the incident x-ray. The mixing ratio between phage and LamB was kept as 1 to 200. To reduce photon damage, the sample solution was oscillating during the SAXS measurement with a flow rate of 10 μL/s. The SAXS pattern was recorded every 2 to 10 s with an x-ray exposure time of 1 s. After converting the 2D SAXS pattern to 1D Intensity versus q plot, the DNA peak between 0.18 to 0.32 Å^−1^ was truncated and analyzed. Since LamB and 1% oPOE micelles also contribute to the overall scattering intensity, it is important to properly subtract their intensity before analyzing the DNA peak. The SAXS profiles for TM buffer, 1% oPOE in TM buffer, undiluted LamB in 1% oPOE TM buffer were collected at different temperatures. The background was constructed using a linear combination of TM buffer, 1% oPOE and LamB. After background subtraction, the DNA peak was fitted to a Gaussian plus a linear function. Detailes for DNA peak fitting procedure can be found in our previous publications ([@bib44]).

Energy of activation for synchronized and desynchronized ejections {#s3-4}
------------------------------------------------------------------

Solution SAXS provides structural information that reveals base pair (bp) ordering and average DNA-DNA spacing of the encapsidated genome ([@bib15]; [@bib44]). However, time-resolved SAXS measurements of DNA structure in phage capsids during the LamB-triggered DNA ejection process can directly reflect the ejection dynamics. [Figure 3---figure supplement 1A](#fig3s1){ref-type="fig"} shows integrated scattering intensity, *I*, versus scattering vector *q* for wt DNA phage λ particles. In the lower *q* region (0.007 to 0.1 Å^−1^), the scattering profile originates from the highly symmetrical icosahedral phage capsids. At higher *q* (between 0.2 to 0.3 Å^−1^), the single peak with the small oscillating ripples on its top is due to the diffraction from the encapsidated ordered DNA strands. The short-range DNA-DNA interaxial spacings determine the position of the DNA diffraction peak ([@bib15]). The area of DNA peak indicates how well the DNA strands are aligned relative to each other since it is directly proportional to the total number of ordered DNA bp in the capsid ([@bib15]; [@bib44]). During DNA ejection from phage, DNA diffraction peak area is therefore progressively decreasing due to reduced bp ordering resulting from less coherent diffraction. (The position of the peak should then also gradually shift to lower *q* values due to increasing distance between packaged DNA strands).

To investigate DNA ejection dynamics' dependence on temperature, we measured DNA diffraction peak area versus time when phage λ is instantly mixed with LamB in a stopped-flow SAXS chamber. This reflects the number of remaining DNA-filled phage particles over time. As discussed above, DNA ejection dynamics was previously evaluated by measuring total forward scattering intensity over time, *I(0)*, using LS ([Figure 2A](#fig2){ref-type="fig"} in the main text) ([@bib20]) since *I(0)* depends on density of DNA packaged in the capsid. However, the measured decay in *I(0)* versus time also depends on diffusive relaxation time of DNA coils that initially remain condensed in solution immediately after ejection (due to DNA ejection rate being faster than DNA diffusive relaxation in bulk solution) ([@bib20]; [@bib45]). One of the advantages of following genome ejection dynamics by using SAXS to measure the decrease in DNA diffraction peak area (instead of measuring change in forward scattering intensity), is in the reduced signal contribution from this secondary process of slow diffusion-relaxation dynamics of ejected DNA coils. This is due to the fact that DNA diffraction peak area depends mainly on bp ordering with defined DNA-DNA spacing inside the capsid (bp ordering is mainly lost once DNA is ejected), as opposed to forward scattering intensity reflecting condensed DNA density (rather than ordering) both inside and outside the capsid. The difference in measured DNA ejection dynamics determined by LS (forward scattering *I(0)*), SAXS (forward scattering *I(0)*) and decay in SAXS-measured DNA diffraction area is illustrated in [Figure 1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"} in the main text (a comparison is also made for derivatives of these three types of data compared with ITC DP curve in [Figure 1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"} inset). [Figure 3---figure supplement 1B](#fig3s1){ref-type="fig"} shows time-resolved DNA diffraction peak for the DNA ejection process from wt DNA length phageλ in TM-buffer at 25°C (below the DNA transition temperature of ∼33°C). When the majority of phage particles have ejected their genomes, the DNA diffraction peak disappears due to lack of ordered DNA. As we observed with ITC-measured dynamics above, the decay time for DNA diffraction peak area at 25°C is much longer than the time for DNA translocation from a single phage particle (∼10 s), suggesting that DNA ejection events are occurring in both a synchronized and desynchronized manner. Thus, on the timescale of this measurement, the positon of DNA diffraction peak remains essentially unchanged with time since it mainly shows the decay in number of completely DNA-filled phage capsids.

In order to estimate the energy of activation for phage populations with synchronized and desynchronized ejections, we analyzed the Arrhenius' dependence of the rate of ejection events on temperature. The natural log of DNA diffraction peak area was plotted versus time in [Figure 3---figure supplement 1C](#fig3s1){ref-type="fig"} for the DNA ejection process at 25, 30, and 37°C. Interestingly, inset in [Figure 3---figure supplement 1C](#fig3s1){ref-type="fig"} shows that, during the first ∼20 s, the ejection rate has almost no temperature dependence. However, at longer times, strong temperature dependence is observed ([Figure 3---figure supplement 1C](#fig3s1){ref-type="fig"}). As we found with ITC in [Figure 3](#fig3){ref-type="fig"} in the main text, the first 20 s of the DNA ejection process are dominated by synchronized ejection dynamics from a phage population with intracapsid DNA in a fluid-like state. The lack of SAXS-measured ejection rate dependence on temperature during the first 20 s suggests that ejection dynamics initially does not display a measurable activation energy barrier for DNA ejection once the capsid portal is opened through receptor adsorption. Such a scenario is plausible, since packaged DNA is in a fluid-like state, where it has low interstrand friction leading to low activation energy required to initiate ejection. This also suggests that activation energy for portal plug opening in the capsid is relatively small, being strongly reduced when LamB binds to the phage tail, as we previously observed ([@bib20]; [@bib5]). However, at time \> 20 s, strong temperature dependence is observed in SAXS-measured DNA ejection rate ([Figure 3---figure supplement 1C](#fig3s1){ref-type="fig"}), suggesting measurable energy of activation is required for initiation of DNA ejection from phage. In agreement with this observation, we found with ITC ([Figure 3](#fig3){ref-type="fig"} in the main text) that, at \> 20 s, DNA ejection events are desynchronized below DNA transition temperature (∼33°C), corresponding to the second exothermic DP peak originating from a phage population with DNA packaged in a solid-like state. These observations suggest that measured activation energy is mainly associated with DNA-DNA friction that must be overcome to initiate genome ejection from the capsid ([@bib23]; [@bib6]).

To quantify energies of activation for a phage population with DNA in solid-like and fluid-like states, in [Figure 3---figure supplement 1D](#fig3s1){ref-type="fig"} we plotted natural logarithms of the ejection rate constants (*k*) (corresponding to the slopes of the linear fits in [Figure 3---figure supplement 1C](#fig3s1){ref-type="fig"}) as a function of inverse temperature. In order to separate the rates for synchronized and desynchronized ejection dynamics, the rate constants in [Figure 3---figure supplement 1D](#fig3s1){ref-type="fig"} are plotted separately for the fast population at time interval \< 20 s, and for the slow population at times \> 20 s. The ejection rates for the slow population ejection dynamics (\> 20 s) show exponential rate dependence on inverse temperature (i.e. Arrhenius dependence), evidenced by the linearity of the fits in [Figure 3---figure supplement 1D](#fig3s1){ref-type="fig"}. Energy of activation derived from the linear fit for the slow population is ∼1.2 × 10^−19^ J/virion corresponding to ∼29 kT at 25°C. Thus, activation energy to initiate ejection from phage λ with intracapsid DNA in a solid-like state is relatively high (∼20 times higher than molecular thermal energy) due to a significant DNA-DNA sliding friction during initiation of the ejection process when interstrand separation is small ([@bib6]; [@bib44]). This in turn leads to stochastic delays in ejection events or even complete arrest of the ejection process at lower temperatures, as has been previously observed in vivo ([@bib47]) (e.g. no ejection occurs when phage λ is preadsorbed to *E. coli* cells at 4°C). [Figure 3---figure supplement 1D](#fig3s1){ref-type="fig"} also shows that, for a fast population with synchronized ejection dynamics and intracapsid DNA in a fluid-like state (at times \< 20 s), the ejection rate dependence on inverse of temperature shows essentially no or little temperature dependence. It can be noted here that slight temperature dependence of DNA ejection rate below 20 s can be attributed to activation energy associated with portal opening ([@bib20]). However, for a slow population with desynchronized ejection dynamics (where intracapsid DNA is in a solid-like state), this is not the dominant component of activation energy ([@bib4]), since the main contribution comes from DNA-DNA sliding friction, as suggested by this data.

Gaussian peak deconvolution {#s3-5}
---------------------------

Some ITC titration curves (DP versus time) in our study exhibit bimodal population dynamics with not fully resolved exothermic titration peaks. We can mathematically deconvolute the experimental curve into two asymmetric Gaussian functions with an exponential damping function. These Gaussians were termed as Exponentially Modified Gaussian distribution (EMG) described by $\frac{a}{2b} \cdot \exp\left( {\frac{c^{2}}{2b^{2}} + \frac{d - t}{b}} \right) \cdot \left\lbrack {{erf}\left( {\frac{t - d}{c\sqrt{2}} - \frac{c}{\sqrt{2}b}} \right) + 1} \right\rbrack$ ([@bib30]). This deconvolution method was previously described as high precision method ([@bib28]). Equation parameter a denotes the peak area from the deconvoluted Gaussian peak, b denotes the exponential damping term (exponent relaxation time), with b = 0 corresponding to a symmetric Gaussian curve. c indicates the width of the Gaussian, which provides the error bars in our figures. d is the position of an individual Gaussian peak. The estimated population mean of EMG is shifted slightly from the peak position. It is the peak position plus the exponential relaxation time μ = d + b. The population﻿ standard derivation is s^2^ = c^2^ + b^2^ ([@bib30]). Skewness of the distribution is defined as γ = $\frac{2b^{3}}{\left( {c^{2} + b^{2}} \right)^{3/2}}$. The median of the distribution equals to μ - 1/3sγ (according to Pearson's second skewness law).

Shape of ITC titration peaks corresponding to DNA ejection process from phage {#s3-6}
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------

ITC measured exothermic titration peaks can be nicely fit with asymmetric Gaussian functions. As explained in the manuscript, the first exothermic DP peak results from synchronized DNA ejections for a phage population. The shape of this peak will depend on enthalpy change associated with simultaneous DNA translocation from multiple phage particles. It has been shown that DNA translocation speed increases with ejection time at the beginning due to a decrease in the DNA-DNA frictional force as DNA packing density decreases in the capsid ([@bib29]). However, the translocation speed starts to decrease towards the end of the ejection process due to decrease in the DNA pressure driving its ejection from the capsid. This variation in DNA translocation rate is reflected by the rate of internal energy dissipation (heat flow measured by ITC) during the ejection process which in turn is fitted by an asymmetric Gaussian function. The asymmetric Gaussian shape of the second exothermic DP peak on the titration curves, corresponding to stochastic DNA ejection events results likely from both distribution of delayed particle ejection modes and non-uniform rates of DNA translocation.
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Summary:

A great deal of work has been done, over several decades, on the issue of what determines the lytic versus lysogenic pathway of an infecting bacterial virus. Most recently, experiments have correlated asynchrony versus synchrony of infection by multiple phages with lysis versus lysogeny, suggesting that phages compete for replication resources in the former case and cooperate in bacterial-chromosome-integrated coexistence in the latter case. Earlier experiments had suggested that the time scale associated with genome ejection/initiation of infection, following the binding of phages, is controlled predominantly by temperature (but also by ionic strength), being essentially immediate at, say, 37°C (for λ and *E. coli*), but involving time lags of 5-10 minutes at 25°C, and being completely blocked at 15°C.

The present paper makes a new and important contribution to our understanding of the factors determining the kinetics of DNA genome infection by phage. Earlier work by the group of the author had established -- for phage λ -- that the strongly-confined DNA genome of the virus undergoes a first-order (\"solid\"-to-\"fluid\") phase transition at a temperature (around 33°C) that depends on local ionic strength. Now, in the present work, it is shown that this phase transition is the \"switch\" that determines whether the phage, upon binding to its receptor, will eject its DNA immediately -- on a time scale of seconds -- or do so only over the course of many minutes. Above the transition temperature the \"fluid\" state of the packaged genome, with relatively low friction associated with the DNA sliding past its neighboring duplex portions, is argued to facilitate fast ejection; conversely, in the low-temperature \"solid\" state, the high state of stress impedes this dynamical process. Correspondingly, at high multiplicity of infection, as can be guaranteed in vitro by a large excess of phage, the large number of phages bound at the same time will -- at temperatures above the solid-fluid phase transition -- also eject at the same time, i.e., the ejection will be fast and synchronous. Conversely, if the temperature is below the transition value, the ejection will be slow and asynchronous.

The work uses analyses of a convincing combination of careful and high-quality time-resolved microcalorimetry, time-resolved small-angle-Xray-scattering, and atomic-force-microscopy measurements to conclude that the cross-over from asynchrony to synchrony is indeed determined by the phase transition from \"solid\" to \"fluid\" of the phage DNA.

The paper will stimulate important new studies and conclusions concerning the factors involved in the kinetics of phage ejection and its relationship to the choice of lytic versus lysogenic pathways, and all of the reviewers are in agreement about recommending this manuscript for publication without any substantive further work being necessary.

Major points:

The reviewers are also in agreement that -- while the manuscript *does* demonstrate convincingly that short-time/synchronous versus longer-time asynchronous injection is correlated with fluid-like versus solid-like organization of the packaged DNA genomes in λ phage -- the work does *not* demonstrate correlation of these alternative scenarios with lysogenic versus lytic pathways for the infection. Indeed, all of the experiments reported here are purely in vitro -- bacteria-free -- ones involving only purified phage and receptor protein under different temperature and salt conditions. As such the work cannot say anything directly about the lysogenic and lytic pathways that ensue upon infection of bacterial hosts by phage. This is not a problem for the paper, however, because the purely in vitro results reported do shed important light on our mechanistic understanding of ejection kinetics as a function of temperature and salt conditions. But we do strongly urge that the Abstract, impact statement, Introduction and conclusions be rewritten to avoid claims about the work contributing directly to the in vivo question of lysogeny versus lysis pathways. The title, as well, should drop the question \"Do phages infect in unison?\" to read simply \"The mobility of packaged phage genome controls ejection dynamics\", to reflect the fact that the work presented does not involve any in vivo infection studies (and also to be consistent with the journal policy of avoiding two-part titles).

Minor points

Apart from this point, the reviewers have raised several questions and made several suggestions for correcting and clarifying various minor points throughout the manuscript, to which the authors are requested to respond.

1\) There are enough abbreviations that the paper would be easier to read if there were an abbreviations footnote at the beginning.

2\) The author should acknowledge that it is not intuitively obvious that when DNA from many phage are delivered simultaneously into the cell the predisposition is for lysogenic infection while when there is asynchronous DNA delivery the infection is lytic. More explicitly, it is argued that in the first situation there is \"lack of competition for replication of phage genomes\" leading to lysogeny while in the second situation \"competitive interactions between phage genomes\" leads to lysis. Could the author help the reader better understand this argument?

3\) In the Introduction, second paragraph, there is the statement \"Tens to hundreds of phage particles adsorb to a single bacterial cell.\" While this prepares the reader for Figure 1 (where clearly a huge excess of phages has been added to the bacterial host), it is misleading because in the lab the number of phages infecting a cell is determined by the experimenter and can vary by orders of magnitude. For this reason, and because its relevance to what happens in nature is problematic, the figure should probably be dropped altogether.

4\) In the fourth-from-last sentence in that same paragraph in the Introduction, \"injection events from phage has\" should read \"injection events from phage have\".

5\) In the Results section, paragraph starting \"To investigate\" there is a sentence reading \"The second DP peak lasts for \~250 seconds\", but none of the Figure 4 curves show results out to 250 sec. Also in this section there\'s a typo: \"encaspdiated\" should read \"encapsidated\".

6\) Could the author comment on the significance of the signs of the slopes measured in the calorimetry experiments for enthalpy versus temperature, below and above the transition?

7\) The third paragraph of the Conclusions refers to the \"genetic switch\" and cites the Ptashne book of the same name. This genetic switch refers to the switch that a repressed prophage makes when transitioning to the lytic pathway, upon inactivation of the immunity repressor; it does NOT involve the initial choice made by infecting phage in deciding between the lysogenic and lytic pathways. It is confusing to conflate the two.

8\) Can the author say anything about the time scale associated with transition from constrained to fluid states of the packaged genome, upon change in temperature? This would be helpful for allowing the reader to appreciate the connection between the present work and the earlier in vivo studies by Kourilsky in which bacteria are incubated with phages at low temperature and then warmed up to initiate infection and induce choices between lysogenic and lytic options. For example, how does the time needed for the solid-to-fluid transition compare to the time course of the in vivo experiment and to how quickly phage need to eject in order for cooperative (lysogenic) versus competitive (lytic) behavior to ensue?

9\) Throughout the manuscript, the bacterium is *Escherichia coli*, abbreviated *E. coli*, and should always be italicized. Also, in the Materials and Methods section: The phage is λ cI857, not cI867.

10\) It would be helpful if the caption for each figure included its take-home message rather than just describing its contents, so that the reader doesn\'t have to spend a lot of time, going back and forth between the figures and the text, trying to figure this out.

10.7554/eLife.37345.012

Author response

> Major points:

*The reviewers are also in agreement that -- while the manuscript does demonstrate convincingly that short-time/synchronous versus longer-time asynchronous injection is correlated with fluid-like versus solid-like organization of the packaged DNA genomes in λ phage -- the work does not demonstrate correlation of these alternative scenarios with lysogenic versus lytic pathways for the infection. Indeed, all of the experiments reported here are purely* in vitro *-- bacteria-free -- ones involving only purified phage and receptor protein under different temperature and salt conditions. As such the work cannot say anything directly about the lysogenic and lytic pathways that ensue upon infection of bacterial hosts by phage. This is not a problem for the paper, however, because the purely in vitro results reported do shed important light on our mechanistic understanding of ejection kinetics as a function of temperature and salt conditions. But we do strongly urge that the Abstract, impact statement, Introduction and conclusions be rewritten to avoid claims about the work contributing directly to the in vivo question of lysogeny versus lysis pathways. The title, as well, should drop the question \"Do phages infect in unison?\" to read simply \"The mobility of packaged phage genome controls ejection dynamics\", to reflect the fact that the work presented does not involve any in vivo infection studies (and also to be consistent with the journal policy of avoiding two-part titles).*

I agree with reviewers and have now re-written parts of the Abstract, Impact Statement, Introduction and Conclusion sections to clarify the distinction between our in vitro measurements and other observations made in vivo. The title has also been changed.

> Minor points
>
> Apart from this point, the reviewers have raised several questions and made several suggestions for correcting and clarifying various minor points throughout the manuscript, to which the authors are requested to respond.
>
> 1\) There are enough abbreviations that the paper would be easier to read if there were an abbreviations footnote at the beginning.

Footnote with abbreviations has now been added on the first page.

> 2\) The author should acknowledge that it is not intuitively obvious that when DNA from many phage are delivered simultaneously into the cell the predisposition is for lysogenic infection while when there is asynchronous DNA delivery the infection is lytic. More explicitly, it is argued that in the first situation there is \"lack of competition for replication of phage genomes\" leading to lysogeny while in the second situation \"competitive interactions between phage genomes\" leads to lysis. Could the author help the reader better understand this argument?

I agree, this needed to be further clarified in the text. It has been observed that higher number of simultaneously infecting phages leads to higher lysogenization frequency (Kourilsky P (1973) Lysogenization by bacteriophage lambda. I. Multiple infection and the lysogenic response. Mol Gen Genet 122(2):183-195). Synchronized injections result in immediate presence of DNA from multiple phages in a cell that can be integrated into cell's chromosome without competition for the progeny. Lysogeny results in the absence of selection, which allows various mutants to integrate and persist in the lysogenic state, leading to diversification of phage genes and adaptation to poor or new growth conditions. On the other hand, if DNA injections from phage are unsynchronized, the first lytic phage to inject its DNA can override the lysogeny decision, so that phages that deliver their genomes with delay will not affect cell's decision. The early ejected phage will therefore use limited resources to replicate its own progeny. Specifically, it has been shown in ref. (Cortes et a, Biophys J 113, 2110--2120, 2017) that infection delays decrease the chance of lysogeny leading to lytic infection by also lowering CII levels in the cell, where CII is viral protein governing decision-making soon after infection. This has been now more thoroughly explained in the text in both Introduction and Conclusions sections.

> 3\) In the Introduction, second paragraph, there is the statement \"Tens to hundreds of phage particles adsorb to a single bacterial cell.\" While this prepares the reader for Figure 1 (where clearly a huge excess of phages has been added to the bacterial host), it is misleading because in the lab the number of phages infecting a cell is determined by the experimenter and can vary by orders of magnitude. For this reason, and because its relevance to what happens in nature is problematic, the figure should probably be dropped altogether.

Figure 1 has been dropped along with this sentence.

> 4\) In the fourth-from-last sentence in that same paragraph in the Introduction, \"injection events from phage has\" should read \"injection events from phage have\".

Has been corrected.

> 5\) In the Results section, paragraph starting \"To investigate\" there is a sentence reading \"The second DP peak lasts for \~250 seconds\", but none of the Figure 4 curves show results out to 250 sec. Also in this section there\'s a typo: \"encaspdiated\" should read \"encapsidated\".

The blue ITC titration curve at 22°C in Figure 3A is truncated at 150 s for clarity of presentation, however full ITC titration curve with the same data at 22°C returning to baseline after \~250 is shown in Figure 1 inset. This has been clarified in the text. The typo in word \"encapsidated\" has been corrected.

> 6\) Could the author comment on the significance of the signs of the slopes measured in the calorimetry experiments for enthalpy versus temperature, below and above the transition?

The slopes in the linear regions of *ΔH~ej~(T)* in Figure 2B, correspond to specific heat capacity *ΔCp(T)* for DNA ejection process \[*ΔCp(T)* = *Cp(ejected DNA) -- Cp(packaged DNA)*\]. Since change in *Cp(ejected DNA)* (i.e., free DNA in solution) is relatively small in the measured temperature interval (22° - 43°C)(Lof et al. 2007), the inversion of *ΔH~ej~(T)* slope at transition temperature (T\*\~33°C) suggests a change in *Cp(packaged DNA)* value for DNA inside the capsid. This Cp change is in turn associated with transition in ordering and hydration of the packaged genome, which we previously analyzed with ITC (Jeembaeva et al, JMB 2009). This has now been explained in the subsection "Solid-to-fluid like DNA transition in the capsid controls phage ejection dynamics".

> 7\) The third paragraph of the Conclusions refers to the \"genetic switch\" and cites the Ptashne book of the same name. This genetic switch refers to the switch that a repressed prophage makes when transitioning to the lytic pathway, upon inactivation of the immunity repressor; it does NOT involve the initial choice made by infecting phage in deciding between the lysogenic and lytic pathways. It is confusing to conflate the two.

This comparison has now been removed and "genetic switch" reference dropped.

> 8\) Can the author say anything about the time scale associated with transition from constrained to fluid states of the packaged genome, upon change in temperature? This would be helpful for allowing the reader to appreciate the connection between the present work and the earlier in vivo studies by Kourilsky in which bacteria are incubated with phages at low temperature and then warmed up to initiate infection and induce choices between lysogenic and lytic options. For example, how does the time needed for the solid-to-fluid transition compare to the time course of the in vivo experiment and to how quickly phage need to eject in order for cooperative (lysogenic) versus competitive (lytic) behavior to ensue?

These are very interesting and relevant points. The ITC instrument used in this study for DNA ejection dynamics, requires at least 15 minutes to equilibrate at a given temperature. This time interval is sufficient for DNA transition to occur. We have also previously observed with time-resolved SAXS measurement that 10 min incubation is also sufficient for intra-capsid DNA transition to take place. In order to investigate the effect of even shorter time scales on DNA transition dynamics, a different set of measurements involving other techniques would need to be designed due to technical limitations of temperature equilibration of sample cell in ITC and SAXS systems. Regardless, Kourilsky experiments involve at least 10 min long incubations (or longer), which indeed provides sufficient time for intracapsid DNA transition to occur.

To address the second part of the question: "how quickly phage need to eject in order for cooperative (lysogenic) versus competitive (lytic) behavior to ensue?" As explained in the manuscript, the translocation time for DNA from a single phage is very rapid and occurs on a time scale of seconds (approximately 10 seconds). It is however the ejection delays from multiple phages infecting a cell that lead to higher lytic infection probability. It was shown (Cortes et a, Biophys J 113, 2110-- 2120, 2017) that the cutoff time where delayed phage DNA injection no longer affects the lytic/lysogenic cell decision is on the time scale of few minutes to tens of minutes depending on the MOI (the higher MOI the shorter is the cutoff time). Comparable timescales for overall ejection delays are observed in our measurements which suggests that DNA ejection delays due to solid- to-fluid like DNA transition will affect the lytic/lysogenic decision. However, while it has been shown that probability of lysogeny depends inversely on phage infection delays, the infection timings alone cannot be used to exactly predict the outcome of either lysogenic or lytic behavior since other factors such as cell volume and host-cell physiology have also been shown to play a role (Francois St-Pierre et al PNAS, 2008, vol. 105, no. 52). This has now been further clarified in the Conclusions section.

> 9\) Throughout the manuscript, the bacterium is Escherichia coli, abbreviated E. coli, and should always be italicized. Also, in the Materials and Methods section: The phage is λ cI857, not cI867.

This has been changed.

> 10\) It would be helpful if the caption for each figure included its take-home message rather than just describing its contents, so that the reader doesn\'t have to spend a lot of time, going back and forth between the figures and the text, trying to figure this out.

Take home messages have now been added to every figure caption.
